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Well, what a glorious summer we have had! and an Indian summer for
good measure!
Our member Ashley Gant came across a photograph which was
apparently taken from the Control Tower here at Martlesham in the
afternoon of 18th September 1944. A fascinating read and our thanks to
Ashley for this.
Howard King organised our annual outing and I have included a report of
our visit, first to RAF Tempsford and then on to the Shuttleworth
Collection at Old Warden in Bedfordshire.
No "Open Day" this year, but we held a very successful Classic Car meet
on September 9th. This proved popular and was a great success.
We have finally installed a memorial bench in memory of a young New
Zealand pilot who tragically crashed in the grounds of Seckford Hall on
the 30th July 1941 after taking off from Martlesham and I have included a
report on this.
We are grateful to Vicky Gunnell and Howard King who continue to put
together some interesting talks for our monthly meetings and I am pleased
to report that with just over 200 members, we frequently have well over
120 at these meetings. Speakers are frequently amazed and some of them
not a little daunted when they face a sea of faces!
ED
On a very warm morning on August 3rd a coachload of us set forth to visit
what remains of RAF Tempsford and then on at midday for an afternoon
guided tour of the wonderful Shuttleworth Collection of historic aircraft
at Old Warden.
Lady Erroll welcomed
us to the now derelict
site
of
RAF
Tempsford.
Lady
Erroll lives at nearby
Woodbury Hall and
owns the land that was
once a ‘most secret
airfield’. Because it
was from here that
Lady Erroll (5th from left) with MHAS Members
agents, both men and
in front of the “Barn” RAF Tempsford
women, flew off to be
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Newsletter Contributions
If you have an article or a story you would like to share with the
other members of the Society then please send it to me....

Alan Powell - Newsletter Editor
16 Warren Lane
Martlesham Heath
Ipswich IP5 3SH

Tel: Ipswich 622458
E-Mail Address
alanpowell321@gmail.com

Other Committee Contacts...
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Program Sec.
Membership Sec.
Publicity Sec.
Catering
Clerk of Works
Museum Manager
Enginering
Groundsman

Martyn Cook
Bob Dunnett
Alan Powell
Pat Lisseman
Vicky Gunnell
Joe Cox
Howard King
Peter Morris
Colin Whitmore
Ian Lisseman
Brian Gray
Robert Alexander

(01473) 614442
(01473) 624510
(01473) 622458
(01473) 611665
(01473) 720004
(01394) 282047
(01473) 274300
(01473) 415787
(01473) 729512
(01473) 611665
(01394) 383163
(07766) 336068

Membership Secretary Report
I would like to welcome 11 new members since the last newsletter, they are…
Dr Anna Baldwin Paul Baskerville
Jeremy Belton
Ian Coutts
Frank Cox
Nigel Everett
Stan Gill
Andrew Locke
Pieter Shipster
Paul Whitby
James Wilson
Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:
Joe Cox : 43 Exeter Road ; Felixstowe : Suffolk : IP11 9AT
Telephone: (01394) 282047
Email: joecox@hotmail.com
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Alan Powell apart from producing this newsletter has been busy
organising and creating our 2019 calendar which is now with our
printers.
They will be available at our
next meeting as will this
newsletter. The cost per calendar
is £6.00 for collected copies and
£7.30 for posted copies which
includes postage and packaging.
Please contact Alan, his details
are on page 18.
Martyn Cook - Chairman

Wh at ’s on
Vicky Gunnell - Programme Secretary

parachuted into occupied
Europe. Their mission was to
co-ordinate resistance groups
and maintain a link with
England in order to obtain
supplies etc to support the
resistance groups.
Intelligence was a two way
operation by use of the
cumbersome suitcase sized
radios that could both transmit
and receive.
We were taken to a group of wartime buildings on what is now called
Gibraltar farm and then on to a famous old barn. Here the trained agents
would receive all the necessary equipment they would require, including
the awful suicide pill.
Lady Erroll has plans to develop the area for housing but is passionate to
preserve the history of an airfield that as far as we know remained a secret
throughout the WW2. Certainly it was never attacked. The existing

5th October '18 ….…....… Audio Visual Presentation ………….... Ken Ellis
“British Test Pilots’

2nd November '18 ...….. Audio Visual Presentation ….……...
'The Martlesham Heath Story 1917 to Today'
and
'Gliding at MH in the 50's'

MARTYN COOK
HOWARD KING

11th November '18 .…..….. Remembrance Service ….… BARRACK SQUARE
‘3:00pm on the Barrack Square MH'

7th December '18 ...……. Audio Visual Presentation ………... PAUL SMIDDY
'A Passion for Speed'

4th January '18 .…….. Audio Visual Presentation ……………... JOHN PYLE
‘Hitlers Aircraft’

Please check website - www.mhas.org.uk - for Programme updates

buildings will remain. It is so important to preserve the memory of those
brave men and women who flew from here. Many who did not return.
We thanked Lady Erroll and made our way the few miles to the
Shuttleworth Collection at Old Warden airfield. Most of us have visited
the Shuttleworth Collection before, but it is such a wonderful collection
of aircraft from the Edwardian era through the Great War and beyond that
one is always grateful to the dedication of the folk who maintain the
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1st February '18 .………….Audio Visual Presentation ….... CHRIS TURLAND
'WW1 Aircraft Production in Ipswich'

1st March '18 .………….Audio Visual Presentation …….....

TBA

'To be Advised'

aircraft and make it such a pilgrimage.
We were divided into four groups and spent the next couple of hours
looking through the hangars housing these historic machines. It was great
to be taken round by the knowledgeable guides.
One of the many gems of the collection is the actual aircraft that won the

famous Mildenhall to Melbourne air race in 1934. The Comet 88 is now
in immaculate condition and regularly flies on events at Old Warden. We
were accused of crashing the Comet when it was at RAF Martlesham on
development trials. It was severely bent and had to be rebuilt. We tried to
explain that we were not personally responsible for that incident!
Other wonderful machines included a couple of Edwardian veterans that
were flown in that great film, "Those Magnificent Men In Their Flying
Machines." They all still fly, including the Bleriot X1 monoplane similar
to the one that famously flew the Channel in 1909.
The idea for the outing was dreamed up by our energetic Publicity
Secretary, Howard King. A recent monthly meeting featured Debbie Land
and Peter Goff from the Shuttleworth Collection entitled, "Time Flies at
Old Warden" which gave him the idea to organise the trip and a great day
out it was.
We eventually boarded the coach and I am sure that all of us enjoyed our
day out and offer our grateful thanks to Howard, who once again came up
trumps.
Alan Powell
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nation. But oil was the commodity they needed the most as they warred
with Germany.
A book "The Secret of Sherwood Forest: Oil Production in England During
World War II" written by Guy Woodward and Grace Steele Woodward was
published in 1973, and tells the obscure story of the American oil men who
went to England to bore wells in a top secret mission in March 1943.
England had but one oil field, in Sherwood Forest of all places. Its meager
output of 300 barrels a day was literally a drop in the bucket of their
requirement of 150,000 barrels a day to fuel their war machines.
Then a top secret plan was devised: to send some Americans and their
expertise to assist in developing the field. Oklahoma based Noble Drilling
Company, along with Fain-Porter signed a one year contract to drill 100
wells for England, merely for costs and expenses.
42 drillers and roughnecks from Texas and Oklahoma, most in their teens
and early twenties volunteered for the mission to go abroad. The hands
embarked for England in March 1943 aboard the HMS Queen Elizabeth.
Four "National" 50 drilling rigs were loaded onto ships but only three of
them made landfall; the Nazi U-boats sank one of the rigs en-route to the
UK.
The Brits' jaws dropped as the Yanks began punching the wells in a week,
compared to five to eight weeks for their British counterparts. They worked
12 hour tours, 7 days a week and within a year, the Americans had drilled
106 wells and England oil production shot up from 300 barrels a day to
over 300,000.
The contract fulfilled, the American oil men
departed England in late March 1944. But only
41 hands were on board the return voyage.
Herman Douthit, a Texan derrick-hand was killed
during the operation. He was laid to rest with full
military honors, and remains the only civilian to
be buried at Madingley, The American Military
Cemetery in Cambridge.
"The Oil Patch Warrior," a seven foot bronze
statue of a roughneck holding a four foot pipe
wrench stands near Nottingham England to honor
the American oil men's assistance and sacrifice in
the war. A replica was placed in Ardmore
Oklahoma in 2001.
It is by no means a stretch to state that without
the American mission, we might all be speaking
German today.
Special thanks to the American Oil and Gas
Historical Society
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It was delivered by Stuart Yule, the son of one of our members. It was a family
affair as he was accompanied by his wife, his father & mother and his daughter.
In a brilliantly professional delivery Stuart explained just how international the
production of highly technical equipment has become.
Of course the name Rolls Royce is synonymous with motor cars. Sadly today
Rolls Royce no longer produces cars and that division of the company is now
owned by Volkswagen, although they are still manufactured in Derby, the
spiritual home of Rolls Royce.
Rolls Royce, in conjunction with truly international partners is a leading
manufacturer of aircraft engines, stationary power plants and railway locomotive
engines.
After giving us an explanation of some of the
excellent gas turbines developed by the Rolls
Royce consortium, Stuart concluded by giving us a
glimpse into the future. The future apparently is
electric! Already hybrid turbine engines partially
powered by electricity are in the development stage
and just like motor cars, it is inevitable that aircraft
of the future will be powered solely by electricity.
A vote of thanks was given by our president,
Richard Barker and Stuart presented the society
with a mounted section of a Rolls Royce turbine
blade for our museum.
Alan Powell
Sadly Geoffrey Chambers passed away in June following a protracted illness
after moving to Scotland to be near his daughter. There are several models in
the Control Tower that were built by Geoff. He will be sadly missed by us all.

The following was sent to our Chairman by Claude Dillard husband of
the late Stacy Dillard. Stacy was the daughter of Marvin Berger 360th FS
356th FG. It was an interesting & Exciting operation, a top secret.

Seventy-five years ago this month, a band of roughnecks went abroad on a
top secret mission into Robin Hood's stomping grounds to punch oil wells
to help fuel England's war machines. It's a story that should make any
oilman or woman proud.
The year was 1943 and England was mired in World War II. U-boats
attacked supply vessels, choking off badly needed supplies to the island
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This fascinating photo was taken from the roof of the Martlesham Control
tower on the afternoon of 18th September 1944, primarily to record the
mishap suffered by the P-47 in the foreground. In fact having looked at
the photo more closely and researched it in more detail the image tells a
number of stories of survival, near misses and ultimately tragedy.

The aircraft at far left is Handley Page Halifax MZ624, MH-G of 51
Squadron, RAF Bomber Command based at RAF Snaith in Yorkshire. On
the afternoon of 11th September 1944, the squadron dispatched 24 aircraft
to the Nordstern Heavy Oil plant at Gelsenkirchen. The Halifax MZ624
piloted by F/O L C Ainsley, took off from Snaith at 16.01 carrying 16 x
500lb HE bombs. The aircraft was hit by flak over the target and lost an
engine then on return after making landfall over the UK a second engine
was lost necessitating an emergency landing at Martlesham Heath. The 51
Squadron crews described the flak over the target as intense which is
borne out by statistics of 17 aircraft damaged and 2 lost out of the 24
dispatched. Amazingly none of the crew of the Halifax were injured and
they returned to their home base at Snaith the following day.
Their aircraft was less fortunate and MZ624 was salvaged. Close
examination of the photograph shows the port undercarriage has collapsed
and the canopy and turrets are covered with tarpaulins.
The next aircraft to feature is the primary reason for the photograph being
taken. This is P47D-28-RE, 44-19873, OC-O ‘Little Fifi’ of the 359th
Fighter Squadron, 356th Fighter Group piloted by Captain Fred W Bruner.
The USAAF were meticulous in their accident investigations and luckily
the reports survive today and tell us the story of each incident in great
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detail. In addition to filing an accident report these were often supported
by photographs and I suspect this is where this particular image originates
from. The date of this photograph, 18th September 1944 is significant as it
was the second day of Operation Market Garden, the airborne operation
to seize nine bridges leading to and including Arnhem. The P-47 groups
of the US 8th Air Force were engaged in flak suppression duties to protect
the vulnerable glider tugs and transport aircraft; suffering heavy losses as
a result. Captain Fred Bruner provides the following explanation for his
mishap:
“At 1505 hours 18th September I was taxiing my plane, OC-O, to the
squadron dispersal after landing from a combat mission. I had been
‘essing’ constantly but failed to see an Oxford on the taxi strip. When I
saw the plane I applied the brakes. Apparently I applied them too hard as
the plane nosed up but the Oxford was not hit. I had been on a mission that
called for shooting up flak positions. My flight had bombed and strafed
16 heavy gun emplacements which were shooting at us. My plane
sustained battle damage necessitating a wing change and other repairs. An
oil leak obscured my vision through the windshield. After being shot up,
I returned to base alone. At the time of the accident I was undoubtedly
jittery from my experience but the accident was caused by my own
carelessness.”
Although the incident was recorded as 100% pilot error I think we can
judge Captain Bruner more kindly with the benefit of hindsight. In
addition to the repairs required due to the battle damage sustained,
Captain Bruner’s P-47 also required an engine and propeller change but
returned to service with the 356th.
Of additional interest is the vehicle in front of the P-47 which is an M2
tractor was known as the "Cletrac" for its manufacturer, the Cleveland
Tractor Company. The M2 was often seen on USAAF airfields during
WWII used for moving aircraft and heavy trailers, especially useful if
they were bogged down in mud (which is very much in evidence here).
In the background immediately to the right of Captain Bruner’s P-47 can
be seen Short Stirling IV 5G-H LK130 of 229 Squadron, 38 Group based
at RAF Keevil in Wiltshire. This aircraft was one of 22 that left Keevil on
the morning of the 18th September towing Horsa gliders to the Landing
Zones (LZ’s) near Arnhem. While still over the UK, the Horsa became
uncontrollable due to the slipstream from its tug and was cast off, landing
safely at Martlesham. This Horsa is the one nearest to the Stirling, side on
to the camera. The Stirling landed at Martlesham, re-attached the glider
and took off again, forming up with a formation of Dakotas, and
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Friday, 1st June - Our meeting featured an illustrated talk that was re-scheduled
from March when the weather prevented us from staging our usual monthly
meeting.
Anthony Preston, who was accompanied by his daughter and son in law gave a
talk entitled, "A Joy of Flying and a Few Errors of Judgement."
Anthony delivered a humorous account of 65 years of holding a pilots licence.
His flying began at Ipswich Airport in 1954, (now a large housing estate of
course), with the late Stan Ward, who was a legendary instructor for many years
at Ipswich. He was then in the RAF and flew piston engine Provost trainers as
well as Vampire jets. The 1960's saw him in Africa where he instructed on flying
light aircraft. He also taught aerobatics at an intermediate level.
Anthony was Expedition secretary for Sir Ranulph Fiennes Transglobe
Expedition from 1977 to 1983. In 1994 he became general manager of the
Popular Flying Association and now instructs on microlight aircraft at Beccles
airfield.
An interesting and amusing account of a full life of flying. A vote of thanks was
given by our chairman, Martyn Cook.
Friday 6th July - Our meeting at the Community Hall, Felixstowe Road was
well attended despite the warm summer evening and the attractions of
Wimbledon!
Peter Gunn, author of books on the airfields of East Anglia was accompanied by
his wife Janet. He gave a fascinating story of airfields past and present. Some of
them long forgotten and active in the Great War. Many radar sites and decoy
airfields to distract the enemy from operational airfields.
Many churches contain stained glass windows in memory of past tragedies were
spoken about by Peter. His illustrations made the evening most enjoyable.
Here at Martlesham our society has been responsible for the stained glass
windows in the church of St Michael's and All Angels. These depict the crests of
the Royal Flying Corp, the Royal Air Force and the USAAF as well as the crest
for the Aeroplane and Armament Experimental Establishment. A poignant
reminder of the aviation history of our village. On the Barrack square between
the two war memorials MHAS were responsible for the third monument which
tells the story of the important aviation history of Martlesham.
Our speaker spoke of many such historical reminders of aviation in East Anglia.
A vote of thanks was given by our chairman, Martyn Cook.
Our August meeting is traditionally replaced with an evening outing. However,
this year we decided to have a full "day out", and a report on this appears in the
newsletter.
Friday, 7th September - Our meeting featured an illustrated talk, "Rolls Royce
In Germany - A journey through the history of German Gas Turbine Engine
Manufacture."
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We finally honoured the memory of a young
New Zealand pilot on Sunday afternoon the
16th. September.
On a very warm autumn day a few of us from
Martlesham Heath Aviation Society attended
a modest Dedication Service led by Toby
Tate, vicar of Martlesham and Brightwell.
A plaque has been attached on to a garden
bench in the picturesque gardens at Seckford
Hall to remember Pilot Officer George
Montgomerie Marshall who tragically
crashed in the grounds of the hotel on 30th
July, 1941. He was 23 years old and is buried
in the military section at Ipswich cemetery,
I have been in touch with his old
school and his descendants. They
are so pleased that after all these
years we still remember him - and
of course, many others who
tragically lost their lives in WW2.
His story, "Tragedy in the Skies
Over Seckford Hall", appeared in
our October 2014 "Runway 22."
The full story is available on our
website on the "Newsletter Page."
On the very morning of July 30th
1941 RAF Martlesham Heath was
visited by none other than Marshall
of the Royal Air Force, Lord
Trenchard - Always referred to as
"the Father of the Royal Air Force.
The airmen at Martlesham were
addressed by Lord Trenchard in the
morning and P/O George Marshall
would surely have been one of the
pilots present - just two or three
hours before he lost his lfe in the afternoon in the grounds of Seckford
Hall.
Alan Powell
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successfully released its glider over Holland. The Stirling was hit by flak
in the fuselage and both starboard engines but landed safely at Keevil later
on that afternoon.
The final aircraft is another Horsa glider which had taken off from RAF
Keevil at 1200 midday attached to Short Stirling IV, LJ843 of 196
Squadron. The glider, carrying elements of the 1st Airborne Division
became unstable and was released by its tug over Suffolk, landing safely
at Martlesham. The Stirling returned to Keevil, landing at 1345.
Tragically, three days later on 21st September 1944 this aircraft and crew
would be shot down by flak over Arnhem, crashing at Wageningen. All on
board were killed along with two RASC personnel and are buried in the
Cemetery at Oosterbeek.
Sadly, we’ll never know who took the original photo but I bet he never
realised just how much history he had captured in a click of the shutter.
ASHLEY GANT
I have the remains of
about four copies of a
monthly
magazine
“Windsock” published for
the 356th Fighter Group
based here at Martlesham
in 1943/545.
This must have been the
final edition of this
magazine because our
records show that the 356th
Fighter Group returned to
the United States during
that month.
I have also included the
story of Major Wayne E
Rhynard, who commanded
the 359th squadron of the
356th Fighter Group. The
following article appeared
in the newsletter.
ED
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Combat flying provides pilots with many thrills to talk about in later
years, but for Major Wayne E. Rhynard, Commanding Officer of the
359th Fighter Squadron, a disappointment remains as his most vivid
recollection.
It was during the African campaign
that the Major first grunted as his
expectation did not materialize.
The Jerries were on the run but the
Luftwaffe was still strong and in
almost greater number than the
Allied Air Forces. But we'll let the
West Point graduate tell his own
story.
"The British Intelligence was very
much on the alert in Africa. They
had inside dope that 50 to 100
Junker 52s (tri-motored cargo
planes) would be coming into
Tunis from Sicily one Sunday
evening. The announcement was
greeted calmly in view of two
previous alerts which turned out to
be false alarms.
The four groups of the Desert Air Task Force were assigned to patrol the
Gulf of Tunis for fifteen minutes each. My own group was the third to
take-off for the Vigil but we too were unsuccessful - no Hun. Just another
fizzle, I thought, as I watched the fourth group take over the patrolling.
"Then the Palm Sunday Massacre, as it later became known, started. The
last group spotted approximately 68 of the cargo ships, loaded with
gasoline and personnel; coming in right on the water. Above them at
13,000 feet they had an escort of 30 Me.l09s and FW.190s. Spitfires took
care of the escort while the fourth P-40 group went down on the 52s. It
turned into a bloody shambles. Our boys got all but a few of the transports
and the Spits got more than half of the top cover.
"The morale in my group was pretty low that evening after missing a
set-up such as that. To make matters worse we could hear the victory
celebrations in the camp of the rival group. Some days it just doesn't pay
to get out of bed."
Goes Overseas
Shortly after arriving in Egypt in December, 1942, with the 9th Fighter
Wing, he was sent down to the Gold Coast with several other pilots to
ferry some P-40’s back up to Cairo. It was a long haul across all kinds of
terrain from jungle to desert, and the many re-fuelling stops gave a
wonderful opportunity to see the parts of Africa far from the war zone.
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In addition to the many beautiful classic cars there was a wonderful static
display of model aircraft. These models are radio controlled and one of
models was even powered by a gas turbine engine. They are lovingly built
and flown by dedicated enthusiasts.

A number of working stationary vintage engines were present. They were
used at one time to pump water and generate electricity on farms and
outlying houses.
It is very satisfying for our hard working volunteers to see how popular
our Control Tower museum is and we thank all the visitors for coming and
supporting us. Alan Powell
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Our Classic Car event this year was held on Sunday, 9th September and we
were blessed with a glorious warm autumn day. To help the day along,
Fish and Chips, Ice Creams and of course Tea & Coffee were readily
available

View from Control Tower showing some of the cars
but with many more hidden by the tree’s like the Vauxhall below
We had a steady stream of visitors to look at all the classic and vintage
cars on display. Also, because it is the weekend of the Ipswich and area
Heritage Day our Control Tower Museum is one of the attractions
advertised.

"It was all most intriguing," beamed the Major as he slid back in his chair.
"One day a native, speaking pidgin English, tried to sell me a snake skin,
20 feet long and 6 feet wide, for the equivalent of $12.50. Playing it cagey,
I turned the offer down thinking it a fake skin. Been kicking myself ever
since. I did get some hand-carved ivory and other trinkets from the natives
and I've a pretty good collection of stuff back home.
"At Fort Lamy, one of the refueling stops, one could buy cases of
Canadian Club, you know what that is, for $1.25 a bottle. Don't find any
of those places around here."
Gets Commissioned
Early in March, 1942, Major Rhynard left the Wing which was being deactivated and joined the 79th Fighter Group at Tripoli. He had helped activate
the same group at Dale Mabry Field, Fla., the year before, as a squadron
commander. Having won his wings at Foster Field, Texas, in March, 1942,
Rhynard, then a second lieutenant, was sent to the 79th, which at that time had
about 92 staff-sergeant pilots and a group commander. Since he was the
senior second looie of his squadron, Rhynard was made its commanding
officer.
The 79th Group was now flying as part of the R.A.F. 211 Group, which
corresponds to our Wing. They were flying P-40’s along with another
American Group, a Canadian Group and a South African Group, while the
English units flew Spitfires and Hurricanes. Although they did some escort
work, mostly with mediums, the bulk of their task was to dive-bomb and
strafe in support of Monty's Eighth Army troops. "Those were rough
missions for a clunking P-40," related the Major. "In six months we lost
two-thirds of our original squadron."
On April 30th, 1943, shortly after the "Palm Sunday Massacre," the Major
destroyed his first enemy plane in the Gulf of Tunis. "There we were, a flight
of four - three Me. 109s and a P-40 with Rhynard leading no more than two
feet off the water," he said describing the action. "We milled around a bit until
one of them flew in front of me. Then the six guns caught him." He also has
credit for a damaged Nazi on the same mission.
With the battle of Africa over, the Major participated in the aerial battle of
Pantelleria, the little Italian Island that succumbed to air power. Next came
the battles of Sicily and Italy, where he concluded his tour of duty, having
flown 84 missions in six months, and was decorated with the Distinguished
Flying Cross, the Air Medal with eight Oak Leaf Clusters and the Presidential
Unit Citation returning to the States.
He arrived in New York City by air on the 25th September, 1943, and as the
Major declared, "It was nice to see New York again even if it was 3 a.m. and
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the bars were all closed."
The leave over, Major Rhynard was assigned to the 327th Fighter Group in
Virginia, a P-47 fighter replacement training unit. Then came his
appointment to Command at General School at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas,
where he spent the next three months. A desk job a t t h e A.A.F.
Headquarters in Washington, D.C., followed.
His new post was with the Assistant Chief of Air Staff, Operations
Commitments and Requirements. "I was with the fighter division and we
handled everything pertaining to fighter aviation, including tactics, new types
of fighters, pilot equipment, guns and lots of other things. In that job I got to
fly all the latest fighter models including some of the Navy's newest and best."
Born on June 16th, 1917, in Detroit, Major Rhynard graduated from Denby
High School in 1934, and was in his second year at Wayne University when
he came out on top in the competitive examination for admission to the
United States Military Academy. He went to West Point in 1937 and a year
later met Miss Marie Thomas, who on May 20th, 1942, became Mrs.
Rhynard. She now lives in Staten Island N.Y., with their son, Michael, who
was born on August 11th, 1944.
Always a flying enthusiast - his claim to be a pilot was his boyhood ambition.
Major Rhynard asked for Air Corps duty when he had won his commission
in June 1941. After his primary training in Tulsa, Okla., he went to Randolph
Field, in Texas, and finally came the silver pilot wings at Foster Field, Texas,
where he completed his schooling. He likes to recall that he got lost on his
first cross-country training hop. Flying from Randolph Field to Yoakum,
Texas, a distance of 53 miles, he wandered 30 miles to the South. "A most
embarrassing experience. I flew a straight line all right, it just wasn't the right
line."
Asked to compare flying now in England with his days in Africa, the Major
assures you that there is no comparison. "It's an entirely different war, the
jobs are different, the equipment vastly improved, and there is plenty of it
now. Weather was no trouble and neither was the social life. Living
conditions were a little primitive there, but strangely enough it never
bothered you."
One of the most prolific pilots ever to hit this group, the twenty-seven year
old Major has flown practically every type of fighter plane in existence
to-day, including American jet propelled planes, the German Me.l09’s and
FW.190’s, and the Italian Macchi 200.
Taken from the May, 1945 edition of “Windsock” magazine featured on
page 6. The official monthly newsletter for the 356th Fighter Group at
Martlesham.
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A couple more snippet's from “Windsock”. A poem and a sample of
American humour.

Tonight I'm in the barracks,
There's a buss-bomb overhead.
And I listen to the ack-ack;
While on my lonely bed.
I sit and sigh and wonder
if there will really be,
Another night of thunder
from the enemy.
It seems to me that Jerry
would finally decide,
His aim is really futile
Defeat is hard to hide.
I'm sure I know what the end will be;
So I just sit and smirk.
And more than ever I'm convinced
That Hitler is a jerk!
Bernard Kaufman
“We know a GI on this field who is always telling us how broad minded

his wife is - or at least, until he got this little lyric from his wife!”

Do not become a hermit dear,
while you are far away;
Just have a lot of fun dear,
Slip out each night and play.
Have the girls around dear,
They too must have their fling.
Be sure and treat them kind dear,
Laugh and dance and sing.
Do anything thing you will dearPet and flirt and park.
With ATS and WAAFS and Wrens, dear;
But should I find you chase dear,
I'll break your g****m neck¬!
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